
Aqute Intelligence Introduces Field Survey
Interviews Service

Aqute Intelligence is a leading provider of competitive

intelligence research, specializing in bespoke

analytical services for technology companies

worldwide.

Aqute Intelligence Now Offers Detailed

Field Survey Interviews for In-depth

Competitive Insights

SAN FRANCISCO, CA, July 15, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Aqute

Intelligence, a leader in competitive

intelligence research with over two

decades of expertise, announces the

launch of its new Field Survey Interviews service. This addition is designed to provide businesses

with detailed, quantitative insights from granular data collected through targeted surveys. With a

longstanding reputation for excellence and being trusted by industry giants like Google, SAP and

Dell. Aqute is expanding its offerings to meet the evolving needs of its clients.

The newly launched Field Survey Interviews service enables clients to delve deeper into market

dynamics by fielding specific questions and obtaining tabulated answers. This service caters to

businesses interested in understanding the intricate factors influencing consumer behaviors,

purchasing decisions, and customer satisfaction across various demographic segments.

"Understanding the subtleties of customer feedback and market movement is crucial for

businesses aiming to maintain a competitive edge," said the spokesperson for Aqute

Intelligence. "Our new service allows clients to conduct in-depth surveys with precisely defined

quotas and segments, such as company size, industries, and respondent seniority, providing

them with a layer of analysis that goes beyond traditional consulting reports."

Key use cases for the Field Survey Interviews service include:

• Interviewing Customers - Businesses can gather feedback directly from their own customers or

those of competitors, offering strategic insights into product performance and customer

satisfaction.

• Exploring Market Demand - Companies can validate market demand for new products or

services before committing significant resources.
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• Engaging with Developers and ISVs - This service is particularly valuable for tech companies

looking to gain a deeper understanding of independent software vendors and developers, which

can influence future product development strategies.

Founded in 2000 and has operated in over 60 countries, Aqute Intelligence has a rich history of

providing detailed competitor analyses that help technology companies optimize their products,

enhance sales strategies, and refine overall business tactics. The firm utilizes a combination of

bespoke primary and secondary research techniques to deliver results that are not only accurate

but actionable.

"Our mission has always been to provide clarity and actionable intelligence in a complex market

landscape," added the spokesperson. "With the Field Survey Interviews, we're excited to offer our

clients the tools they need to achieve an even deeper understanding of their competitive

environment."

For more information about Aqute Intelligence and the new Field Survey Interviews service,

please visit Aqute’s website at https://www.aqute.com/.

About Aqute Intelligence:

Aqute Intelligence is a leading provider of competitive intelligence research, specializing in

bespoke analytical services for technology companies worldwide. With over 20 years of

experience and a global operational footprint, Aqute delivers insights that help clients effectively

navigate market challenges and seize opportunities.
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